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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does HP Software address the challenges of delivering
applications that meet the needs of a business?
A. Convergent Approach, Point Tools, and Brute Force
B. Island Approach, Point Tools, and Brute Force
C. Convergent Approach and Unified Solution for Applications
D. Island Approach and Unified Solution for Applications
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician is installing virtualization software on the
company developer's desktop. The developer will need to run
several VMs simultaneously. The system is loaded with the
Windows 10 OS and has the following specifications:
* i5 quad-core processor
* 4GB of RAM

* 256GB SSD
Which of the following should the technician upgrade on the
system FIRST to meet the developer's requirements?
A. RAM
B. BIOS
C. SSD
D. Processor
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
On which tab of the enablement workbook do you update custom
event message verbiage?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Worksheet Descriptions
B. Instructions
C. Company Logo &amp; Custom Messages
D. Appendix tab for enabled language(s)
Answer: D
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